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Introduction 
As of 2015, a total of 244 million people were living in a country that they were 

not a citizen of. This is a 41% increase from 2000.The trend here is clear; the rate of global 
immigration is increasing rapidly. The issue of immigration has been a focal point of political 
tension for some time now (e.g. Brexit).A common example of dangerous transit with regards 
to immigration would be the voyage of Syrian refugees across the Mediterranean in the hopes 
of getting to Europe. That journey claimed the lives of 3771 refugees in 2015- the number is 
rising. The likelihood of death when crossing as a refugee is approximately 1 death per 88 
people.(Note that Migration includes immigration, but also movement within a country. Similar 
dangers can apply in either instance)Migrants are generally left to protect themselves, this can 
create a dangerous environment for them as, with no formal law enforcement nearby, crime 
goes up. Women face obscene sexual harassment while on Migration route. Children are left 
completely vulnerable if they are separated from there parents. The list goes on. This map 
shows the popular and congested Migration routes globally.

The migration routes go through dangerous and war torn areas such as Yemen or 
Syria. Migrants can face trouble if they get caught in the middle of a warzone. If children are 
present, that would be a direct violation of the rights of children according to the UNCRC.

Migration routes go through a wide range of countries. If a Delegate is 
representing on of those countries, they should look into how that country has managed (or not) 
the migrants coming through and prepare to receive criticism from other delegates.

Previous Action
‘The EU aims at taking immediate action to prevent further losses of migrants’ 

lives at sea by providing additional funding to Frontex joint search and rescue operations, to the 
safe and legal resettlement of people to Europe, to the Regional Protection and Development 
Programmes and to the most affected Member States located at the EU’s external borders’-
European Agenda on Migration

‘To adopt a comprehensive and integral approach to migration policies and 
cooperate at the international level on the basis of shared responsibility to harness fully the 
economic developments and cultural and social opportunities that migration represents and to 
address efficiently its challenges in line with international human rights standards; ‘ – from the 
Protection of the human rights of migrants: migrants in transit. Resolution 29/2 adopted by the 
Human Rights Council on 2 July 2015.



Tips for possible Solutions
When migrants are in transit, there is a bit of ambiguity regarding who is 

responsible for ensuring their human rights. E.g. who is responsible for the safety of Syrian 
children crossing the Mediterranean? Greece? Libya? Egypt? The Bashar regime? 
It’s all well and good to list the rights of a migrant, as has been previously done (see above). 
But if there is no clarity regarding who should ensure those rights then nothing will really be 
done. Of course, the answer to that question will change depending on which migrants and 
where they are going so a good resolution would address some kind of way to divide 
responsibility equitably.
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